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Changing robes, 5mm
wetsuits & neoprene
balls for water-sports
NEW: Slacklines
WINTER GAMES:
Racing sledges & mini skis

FOR QUALITY JUNIOR SPORTS & OUTDOORS GEAR

Join Team Magnus

First out, last in.
We design gear for families who love to get stuck in.
Life is at its best outdoors. That’s why we make robust and innovative kit and clothing so your family can stay outside for longer.
Enjoy browsing!

We know life with kids is hectic. That’s why we help you source both clever gifts and
useful kit for an active life in a simpler way.
You have friends and family you care about in different parts of the world, so look out
for our handy symbols. They help you organise ideal presents and essential gear quickly.
Gift bag
This item is delivered in our classic, reusable, biodegradable rope bag.
Royal Mail Large Envelope
You can post this item simply and cheaply in a Royal Mail letterbox.
Royal Mail Small Parcel
Post this item for <£3.00 at a post office (UK 2nd class price at time of printing).
5 for 4
This item suits boys and girls of all ages and is ideal for stocking up - 5th item free.
Your checkout code
£5 off - apply OFFER17 at checkout for free next day delivery (any UK order).

Water play: 4 - 13

Shopping
www.team-magnus.co.uk - your order is posted same day if you place it before 2pm.

Hill & park play: 14 - 21

Call us on +44 1738 624 019 if you would like knowledgeable advice before ordering,
or use our online chat service.

Basics & accessories: 22 - 27

www.team-magnus.co.uk
2

Helping you

Bikes, parts & service: 28 - 35

Team Magnus Ltd, 32 Oakbank Cr, Perth, PH1 1DF, UK
VAT no GB991664280 Company registration SC378207
Prices vaild from 01.10.2016 to 01.06.2017

Delivery
Free delivery in the UK within 2-3 working days. Next day delivery for flat £5.00 charge
on weekday orders placed before 2pm.
We ship internationally (see p38). Postage is calculated automatically when you order online.
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SKU: CRB-DVF-040
EAN: 4893283145485

100% cotton, 360gsm
Large arm openings
allow easy changing
Towel size: 94x68cm
Hood size: 34cm
Pocket size: 32x19cm
Made in Zhejiang,
China

Our

Your water-sports staple
4

Changing towel

A changing towel or robie is perfect for beach, pool and camping - instant comfort for young athletes. Available
from Team Magnus in a brilliant design for pre-teens and young teens, and generously cut for growing kids.
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Beach towel
SKU: BCT-DVF-052
EAN: 4893283145478

Devilfish swim bag

100% cotton, 500gsm
Size: 150x70cm

tton
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Made in Zhejiang,
China

100

Swim bag
SKU: BAG-DVF-044

Drawstring top

Our

Zipped compartment
for shoes/wet items
Weight: 330g
Size: 30-50cm

Summer beach pack

Made from hardwearing, waterrepellent 600D polyester

Summer beach pack
SKU: SUM-BCH-PCK

1x Swim bag
1x beach towel
1x changing towel
1x neoprene football
1x neoprene volleyball
1x neoprene rugby ball
Ball specs overleaf

Classic standby
Our beach towel is a generous size for relaxing, and the perfect quality 500gsm cotton for comfort and quick drying. A
great, simple and always useful present, or go the whole hog and get the Team Magnus summer beach & pool pack.
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Details on neoprene balls, see overleaf.

Devilfish beach towel

neoprene balls
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Devilfish rugby ball

Volleyball basics
1. TO SPIKE: Your hitting shoulder
should be furthest from the net
2. TO SET: Arms close to body,
hands above forehead

2

3. CALL OUT: Shout “mine” or clash!
4. REVERT TO FOOTBALL? All games
beat sunbathing

Neoprene football
SKU: WFB-040-048
EAN: 4893283145034

Neoprene volleyball
SKU: WVB-040-047
EAN: 4893283145515

Specifications:
Standard rubber inner
Retains features after
exposure to damp/wet
1mm neoprene cover
Gentler on skin

3

Inflates/deflates with
standard bike pump/
ball needle
Weight: 180g/200g/180g
Made in Zhejiang, China
Size 4

Our

4

1

Beaches are for balls
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SKU: WRB-040-052
EAN: 4893283145492

Volleyball is the perfect pick-up sport on holiday. You don’t need many players, and everyone with basic football
skills will enjoy widening their game to include all parts of the body. Check out the Brazilian bicycle kicks on Youtube
and get practising! We tried our new 8-panel balls at the friendly London Sideout Volleyball club - big thanks!

Size 5

Size 5

wetsuits

Short wetsuits
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5mm

Team Magnus long wetsuit

SKU: WST-DVF-104
EAN: 4893283144839

Two unisex designs
Sizes:
Age 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10
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Long wetsuits
Devilfish short wetsuit

SKU: WST-TM-128

Age 10 only

Neoprene socks
SKU: NSX-TM-085

Soft soles for general use

Our

Shoe sizes:
2-3, 4-5, 6-7, 8-9
Specifications:
5mm thick
Ultra-stretchy, supercomfortable neoprene
Inside blind-stitching
Made in Istanbul, Turkey

Neoprene socks

Small skipper short wetsuit

Extend the summer
10

With a 5mm wetsuit on, your child will enjoy the day out on the shore for hours longer. Designed for the North
Sea, but equally popular with families headed to southern Europe out of season, our wetsuits are the best quality
available for young swimmers and paddlers.

LAST STOCK

slip and slide
Our
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Summer sorted

Slip and slide

Longer, wider, with a central water sprinkler, twin lanes and a crash pad at the end, our slip and slide rules.

SKU: WSL-GBK-049
EAN: 4893283145058

It’s made in 0.22mm PVC, compared with industry standard 0.18mm. It’s a heavier and more durable
slide, which means more simple summer fun for your family. Find a flat area in your garden for this
30-foot slide and simply plug into your garden hose.
A slope adds fun too - you’re best off leaving the water sprinkler in that case, relying instead on
intermittent top-ups with buckets of soapy water. Or plug some of the bottom sprinkler holes to even
out the water pressure: waterproof duct tape is included for tweaks and repairs.

0.22mm PVC
Twin lanes
Central water channel
Inflatable crash pad
Size: 940cm x 150cm
Weight: 4.7kg
Garden hose connection
Repair kit
Four ground pegs
For use by children
under 152cm and 50kg

slackline

Slackline
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SKU: SLK-LNE-044

Classic 15m length
50mm width for easy
start
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Child-friendly ratchet
Ratchet protection for
safety
Tree protection
Balance line for
beginners
Cool dual-function
carry sac
Size: 16.5 metre total
length, 50mm width

Our

Weight: 2.7kg

Hardcore skills, simple fun
Ideal for developing athletic skills and super simple to set up, our slack lines are designed for kids and young teens. Way
cooler than trampolines, slack lines are good to go in a couple of minutes. Look for trees, goal posts or park benches.
If you want an instant, fun challenge, slacklines are the ideal format for a family or club day competition. Younger
kids have the advantage as the 50mm width provides more stability for their smaller-sized feet. In addition their
low centre of gravity, pound-for-pound strength and their lesser impact on the slackline bounce make the kids
favourites to win.
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Adults need quick reaction, a very strong core and the help of the support line to cope: ready, set, go!

IN STOCK SOON

mini skis
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Mini skis
SKU: SKI-SSH-040
EAN: 4893283144884
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Polypropylene straps
with quality steel
buckles
Alternative strap slits
allowing for different
shoe sizes
Weight: 0.6kg/pair
Sizes:
One size fits all

1

Our

2

3

Measures: 65x10cm

4

Suitable from age 3
Max footwear adult size 10

1. Masses of snow? Trample some
down for mini jumps!

2. Beginners should avoid ski training 3. Balance is always better the lower
with poles
you sit

4. Herringbone style ascent - hard
work but effective

Made in Alloa, Scotland

Straps - £6 (see p33)
Set of 4
Polypropylene straps
with quality steel
buckles

Pitch invasion!

Extra set recommended
for big footwear

Frosty morning, games are cancelled? You can trust the golfers are staying at home as well so head for the fairways!
Short grass is perfect for our stumpy skis and kids can hone their balance ahead of their skiing holiday.

Made in Kristinehamn,
Sweden

And once you’re headed for the mountains, you should still pack our mini skis. They make the best and simplest
entertainment - you can build jumps, mess about and truly earn that hot chocolate. Classic Scandinavian stumpy
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skis are ideal learner skis for kids of all abilities - and a laugh for adults who are competent skiers already. No poles,
you’ll improve your technique much quicker by focusing on balance. One size fits all - simply adjust the straps to
whatever footwear you choose.

Green

RAF Blue

Orange

Pink

Silver

Black

Red

TM Blue
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SKU: SLG-TWF-043
EAN: 4893283145041

Steering
Twin footbrakes
Elevated, slatterned
seats
Steel frame
Pullcord
Weight: 6.5kg
Made in Zhejiang, China,
assembled in Scotland

Our

Sizes:
L: 120cm, W: 50cm, H: 38cm

The only way to travel
18

Tundra wolf sledge

Ideal for racing, the Tundra wolf is both faster and safer than other sledges. It boasts steering, twin
footbrakes and an elevated seat which takes two or three kids or even an enthusiastic adult.
Thanks to the three extremely fast runners, the Tundra wolf sledges work a treat on frosty grass.
You don’t need snow. You need a good hill.

salopettes
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The only way forward when the snow falls is to pull on proper, bib-style
salopettes. They’re great for two reasons.
Firstly, when you wipe out - as you should when you’re messing about in the
snow - you’re better protected both front and back. Secondly, on milder
days you can dispense with the jacket altogether. With our Desert lynx
design the kids can get away with a quality base layer and a thin mid-layer
- not necessarily waterproof - and still get stuck in. With padded legs and a
fleece inner lining above the waist these hi-spec salopettes feel comfortable
the minute they’re pulled on.
Super standby kit for frosty mornings include our Desert lynx snowboards. A
lightweight board with bindings which suit any shoe or boot, not too precious
for a farmer’s field or nearby golf course, it offers great scope for building
skills. Simpler still is our belly board, as much fun for belly-surfing on west coast
surf beaches as for hillside sledging.

Our

Desert lynx
salopettes

Alabama waterdog
bellyboard

SKU: DLX-046-104

SKU: BBD-AWD-075

Bib front and back

8mm Finnish birch
plywood

Articulated knees
Elasticated zip ankles
for ski boots
Water-taped seams
All-over padding,
fleece inner on torso
Adjustable shoulder
straps

Marine varnish
Weight: 1.25kg (junior)
2.3kg (senior)
Junior: 29x75cm,
Senior: 29x150cm
Made in Perth, UK

Water-resistant, hardwearing nylon and
polyester material

Junior board is suitable
for strong swimmers
from about age 8. The
senior board is suitable
for children over age
12 and adults.

Made in Baia Mare,
Romania

Desert lynx snowboard

Age 3 (98cm) age 8 (128cm)

SKU: SBL-DLX-046

Quality plastic board
without metal edges
Pre-mounted sturdy
bindings
Fit any shoe or boot
size 13-8
Weight: 3.3kg
L: 113cm, W: 25cm
Made in Mantsala,
Finland
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sports socks

Tundra wolf socks
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SKU: TWS-052-077
EAN: 4893283145065
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Adult twin-pack/
kids 3-pack
Thin, comfortable,
ultra-insulating material
80% wool,
15% polyamide,
5% elastane
Machine-washable
Made in the Baltics
Available in blue, navy,
grey, white, red

er
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Sizes:
7-9 (kids)
10-12 (kids)
13-3 (kids)
4-7 (ladies)
8-11 (mens)

Our

Each multipack
consists of one colour

UK’s best wool socks
They are.
Tundra wolf socks offer amazing insulation despite the thin, extremely comfortable material. Up until now you’ve been
wasting time with bulky hiking socks, laughable high street “thermal” socks and bog standard cotton which actually
makes your feet colder if you’re working out or splashing through puddles. Wool is the only fibre in winter-time, instantly
cosy, no odours and all-day protection.
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We promise you’ll be buying these for the whole family once you’ve tried out one pair. This is our star product for a happier winter.

KIDS: Three - pack
ADULTS: Twin - pack

neckwarmers

SKU: NKW-TWF-043
EAN: 4893283144983

Silky and elastic
material for max
comfort
Patented bi-elastic
microfibre for minimal
weight
Weight: 70g
Made in Turin, Italy
Our designs:
Bulldog bat, Tundra wolf, Devilfish, Desert lynx & Team Magnus

Our
Another day, another heist...
Four out of five underage robbers prefer snoods from Team Magnus. They are lightweight, silky, quick-dry and they
add some animal magic to any mission.
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Microfibre
neckwarmers
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Our neckwarmers do the job all year, used as balaclavas, bandanas, hats or scarves. They are made in patented
Italian microfibre by our friends in Torino who supply all the big motor-bike brands - they love our kids’ designs and
are chuffed that we offer the same high-end quality to young kids on pushbikes or on skis - whenever helmets are
needed. This lovely material works equally well protecting young sailors’ necks from strong sun or high waves. In
other words: super-useful stand-by presents for boys and girls of all ages.

Junior style 22x45cm
fits all

sports bags
Our
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Adventure’s everywhere

Multi-tool

Devilfish swimbag

A simple tip to generate enthusiasm amongst your kids when you plan a day
in the countryside is to engage them in packing provisions. (By provisions,
kids often mean different brands of chocolate.) Let them choose snacks
and drinks and pack it themselves in a quality rucksack. A general guideline
is that kids shouldn’t carry more than 10% of their bodyweight.

SKU: SET-SFP-991
EAN: 4893283144877

SKU: BAG-DVF-044

That’s still a lot of chocolate.

Stainless steel

And if you’re setting up camp, pack our genius multi-tool hammer: ideal for
tent pegs, whittling & opening bottles.

Weight: 240g

Mini-saw, spanners,
screwdriver, knife,
bottle opener
Nylon pouch
Size: 15x7.5cm
Made in Zhejiang, China
Suitable from age 5
under adult supervision.
Hazardous sharp
functional edge

Activity set
- woodwork
SKU: SET-SFP-992

1 multi-tool
6 lumberjack crayons
(mixed colours)
2 welder’s chalk
2 carpenter’s pencils
Weight: 460g
Made in Hertfordshire,
England and Zhejiang,
China (hammer)
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Drawstring top
Zipped compartment
for shoes/wet items
Available in 2 colours
Weight: 330g
Size: 30-50cm
Made from hardwearing, waterrepellent 600D
polyester

Tundra wolf
rucksack
SKU: BAG-TWF-040

Several zipped
compartments
Adjustable shoulder
straps
Padded back and
straps
Air ventilation
Weight: 460g
Size: 45x29cm
Made from hardwearing, waterrepellent 600D
polyester
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Design your own balance bike
When your child outgrows this quality bike, you can freshen it up with a brand new seat colour for a
sibling or neighbour.
The standard 12 inch bike offers combinations of 3 classic frame colours with 8 different seat colours - enjoy
designing your own with our online build-a-bike feature!
For children aged 20 months and older we have gorgeous white 10 inch bikes with a choice of pink,
blue or grey seats. Children aged 4 and over who haven’t had a chance to build their skills on a
balance bike yet will love our 14 inch bikes - they look the part in black with a grey, yellow or pink
saddle.
Questions about size? A bigger bike will be faster thanks to the bigger wheels, but also heavier to
manoeuvre when the child pushes it. We find the personality of the child matters more than height
when choosing the right size bike, so long as you ensure the child can sit on it with both feet flat on the
ground, knees slightly bent. That way they can kick off with maximum power.

Bulldog bat
balance bike
Available in 3 different
frames w. 10”/12”/14”
wheels
Rear wheel drum
brake
Plastic moulded
footrest
Metal stand
Pneumatic tyres
Adjustable seats/
handlebars
Made in China,
assembled in the UK

10”

28

Weight 5.6kg

12”

Weight 6.0kg

14”

Weight 6.0kg

Height 46-58cm
(handlebars)
32-37cm (seat)

Height 48-60cm
(handlebars)
36-41cm (seat)

Height 57-66cm
(handlebars)
38-56cm (seat)

Length 85cm

Length 85cm

Length 100cm

SKU: BDB-10-4852
EAN: 4893283145447

SKU: BDB-12-4646
EAN: 4893283145348

SKU: BDB-14-4641
EAN: 4893283146017

activity sets
Our
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Lazy day essentials

Activity set - chalk

Our generous Sorted for chalk bag will last you the summer. It’s a brilliant mix of colourful draughtsman
chalk, gorgeous pieces of soapstone, heavy, durable detective’s chalk and chunky groundsman’s
chalk. It will do the job whether you are playing rounders or British bulldogs, if you’re in the mood for
some pavement art projects or if you need to quickly draw some cricket stumps against the wall.

SKU: SET-SFC-935

Individual pieces can be dropped into bags for a different take on the classic birthday party bag. We
also think the family pack makes a great house gift - a bunch of kids can really get through a pile of
chalk on a pleasant Saturday afternoon.
Our chalk washes away with a bucket of water - or in the UK - just wait for rain.

White groundsman’s
chalk
Yellow detective’s
chalk
Red, blue, green
draughtsman’s chalk
White engineer’s chalk
Weight: family bag
1.5kg (35pcs)
Suitable for kids aged 3+
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We love to help!
Team Magnus takes pride in offering spare parts even for kids’ gear. The simplest items - nuts, bolts and
screws for your Team Magnus purchase - we’ll pop in an envelope and post out to you free of charge. Email
workshop@team-magnus.co.uk .
Any further questions check our How to section online: you’ll find a helpful FAQ Maintenance page and FAQ Service
on delivery and returns plus links to relevant YouTube videos on www.team-magnus.co.uk .
We’re sure you’ll be chuffed with your new gear!
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Team Magnus

Handy
replacements
Bike seats (any colour)
£8
Spare straps (set of 4)
£6
Bike wheels
(10”/12”/14”)
£18
Inner tubes
(10”/12”14”)
£8
Spare front/side
runners for sledge
£10

Hello Europe!
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Ihre Sport- und Outdoorexperten
liefern in zwei - drei Tagen
Qualitätsprodukte mit coolen
Tierlogos nach Deutschland und
Österreich und in die Schweiz.
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Unser Kundenservice garantiert
Ihnen eine Beantwortung in 24
Stunden.

Des produits de qualité et
des créatures imaginées par
nos experts de sports plein air,
livraison en 2-3 jours en France,
Belgique, Luxembourg, Suisse.
Notre service client prendra
soin de vous répondre dans les
24 heures.

Productos de calidad e
interesantes marcas de expertos
en deportes y actividades al
aire libre enviados a España en
2-5 días.
Nuestro personal de atención
al cliente responderá dentro
de las próximas 24 horas.

Prodotti di qualità marcati
con stile, fatti da chi si intende
di sport e tempo libero,
consegnati in Italia entro 2-5
giorni.
Il
nostro
ufficio
clienti
risponderà alla vostra richiesta
entro 24 ore.

Über uns

À propos de nous

Kristine’s Sohn Magnus war drei Jahre alt, als sie von
Norwegen nach Schottland zog. Die Familie hatte nicht nur
ein ungenügendes Englisch, viel Neugier und auch manche
Flausen im Gepäck, sondern auch einige skandinavische
Spielsachen, die bei seinen neuen Freunden ein sofortiges
„auch habenwollen“ auslösten.

Team Magnus a été créé en 2010 lorsque Kristine, une
pétillante mère norvègienne, déménageait de Oslo au
Royaume-Uni avec ses 3 enfants. Elle trouvait que les petits
scandinaves avaient des équipements d’activités en “plein
air” bien plus qualitatifs et sympatiques que leurs camarades
anglais.

Die Idee, diese Artikel selber für den britischen Markt zu
produzieren, war schnell geboren.

Avec ses testeurs de petites tailles et leurs amis, Kristine a
commencé à développer une gamme de produits qui
s’accordent avec la vie d’une famille active en gardant en
tête son fameux slogan “premier dehors, dernier dedans!”

Was 2010 als kleines Garage-Startup begann ist heute ein
europäisch agierendes Unternehmen.
Wir möchten die Kids an die frische Luft locken, getreu
unserem Motto: „First out. Last in.“, und ihnen so viel Spaß
wie möglich bieten.

L’idée étant que tout le monde gagne à jouer dehors
ensemble : les mamans se tonifient, les papas retrouvent
leur habileté sportive et les enfants acquièrent de nouvelles
capacités athlétiques.

ranges
Our

FIRST OUT. LAST IN.

Bulldog bat

Desert lynx

Noctilio leporinus

Felis caracal

Feet give killer
skills and instant
takeoff

The most agile
and acrobatic
of cats

For quality junior sports & outdoors gear

www.team-magnus.co.uk
Contact:
+44 1738 624 019
contact@team-magnus.co.uk

Devilfish

Tundra wolf

Eschrictius robustus

Canis lupus tundrarum

The toughest
swimmers out
there

Survives the
harshest winters
on earth

+49 221 94 14 708
francophone@team-magnus.co.uk
Perth, Scotland

